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OPINION 1116
ACANTHOMYSLEUCOPUSGRAY, 1867 (MAMMALIA):

VALIDATED UNDERTHEPLENARYPOWERS

RULING. (1) Under the plenary powers the specific name
tenaereginae Alston, 1879, as published in the binomen Mus
terraereginae, is hereby suppressed for the purposes of the Law of
Priority but not for those of the Law of Homonymy.

(2) The specific name leucopus Gray, 1867, as published in

the hinoTCitn Acanthomys leucopus, is hereby placed on the Official

List of Specific Names in Zoology with the NameNumber 2649.

(3) The specific name terraereginae Alston, 1879, as

published in the binomen Mus terraereginae, and as suppressed

under the plenary powers in (1) above, is hereby placed on the

Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Specific Names in Zoology
with the NameNumber 1042.

HISTORYOFTHECASEZ.N.(S.) 1724
An earlier abortive application in this case by Calaby, Homer

& Taylor in 1966 {Bull. zool. Nom., vol. 22: 330-331) was revived

by Dr W.D.L. Ride in 1973. His paper was received on 5 July 1973,
was sent to the printer on 24 October 1973, and was published on
30 June \91A\nBull. zool. Nom. vol. 30: 175-176. PubUc notice of

the possible use of the plenary powers in the case, having been given

on the earlier occasion, was not repeated in the Bulletin, but was
sent to the statutory serials (Constitution Art. 12b) and to two
mammalogical serials.

Dr Lemche commented that if, as seemed desirable, the

Commission validated Acanthomys leucopus Gray, 1867, under its

plenary powers, then no action was called for concerning the junior

synonym Mus terraereginae. In reply, Dr Ride wrote as follows to

the Secretary

:

"1
. The case of Acanthomys leucopus. . . was reviewed by me

in the light of the amendments to Art. 59 made at Monaco
subsequent to Calaby , Homer & Taylor's application. In paragraph
6 of my review I asked -

(i) for the Commission to use its plenary powers to suppress

the name M. terraereginae Alston, 1 879; and
(ii) for the Commission to designate under Art. 59b(i) A.

leucopus Gray, 1867, to be the valid name of the species

for which A leucopus and M. terraereginae are objective

synonyms the latter being a replacement name for the

former
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"2. Commissioner Eisenmann wrote to me on 30 August
1974 as follows: i thoroughly agree that under Code Art. 59b (i)

leucopus Gray should be ruled revived and the current valid name,
even though validly rejected by Alston in 1877 when he transferred

it to Mus. What troubles me is that part of your proposal asking for

suppression of tenaereginae, which seems to me unnecessary and
undesirable, and in principle inconsistent with the treatment of

replacement names in Art. 59b (i). I would leave it as a junior

synonym, available if in the future mammalogists should decide

once more that the Australian and American mammals should be

deemed congeneric'
"3. I agree that if A. leucopus becomes the valid name under

Art. 59b(i) there is no special reason for the suppression oi Mus
tenaereginae Alston, 1879. But there is little likelihood of its ever

coming into use through secondary homonymy, because A.

leucopus has a junior subjective synonym, Hapalotis personata

Krefft, 1868, which is available and has priority over Mus
terraereginae Alston. I therefore formally withdraw my proposals

concerning A/m5 terraereginae Alston, 1879.
"4. In this case, use by the Commission of Art. 59b(i) does

not require the use of the plenary powers. I therefore ask the

Commission to rule, (i) that the specific name Acanthomys
leucopus Gray, 1867, is the valid name of the objective synonyms
A. leucopus and Mus terraereginae Alston, 1879; and (ii) that the

name Acanthomys leucopus Gray, 1867, be placed on the Official

List of Specific Names in Zoology."

DECISION OFTHE COMMISSION
On 23 February 1977 the members of the Commission were

invited to vote under the Three-Month Rule on voting paper (77) 1

for or against the proposal relating to Acanthomys leucopus Gray,
1867, as set out in Bull. zool. Norn. vol. 30: 175-176 and as
modified in an accompanying note in which the main points of Dr
Ride's letter quoted above were given. At the close of the voting
period on 23 May 1 977, the state of the voting was as follows:

Affirmative votes - twenty-one (21), received in the following
order: Melville, Holthuis, Lemche, Eisenmann, Yokes, Alvarado,
Tortonese, Rohdendorf, Mroczkowski, Willink, Heppell, Bayer,
Kraus, Brinck, Binder, Corliss, Starobogatov, Ride, Dupuis, Nye,
Cogger

Negative Vote - Sabrosky.
A late negative vote was returned by Professor Welch.
The following comments were sent in by members of the

Commission with their voting papers:
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Sabrosky: "This cannot be voted on under the ordinary

powers of the Commission, even under Article 59b(i). That
provision says first that the 'junior secondary homonym rejected

before 1961 is permanently rejected'. Hence A. leucopus Gray is

permanently rejected. But if use of the replacement name is

contrary to existing usage, the junior secondary homonym may be

restored subject to reference to the Commission which may use its

plenary powers 'if necessary'. Use of those powers is certainly

necessary to restore a permanently rejected name. Nevertheless, if a

two-thirds majority of the votes is in favour of the action requested,

I will accept it as a plenary powers decision, in view of the fact that

use of the plenary powers was originally requested, and I would
vote in favour."

Ride: "Since the issue of the voting paper and its

accompanying note, Dr Sabrosky has drawn my attention to an
ambiguity in Art. 59b(i). It is not clear whether the statement 'by

use of the plenary powers if necessary' is a direction to use those

powers where the replacement name is nevertheless valid.

Accordingly, if a majority adequate to apply the plenary powers is

reached, I consider that it would be desirable to seek authority

from the Commission, under the One-Month Rule, to apply them."
As a majority sufficient to apply the plenary powers had

been reached in V.P.(77)1, the members of the Commission were
invited to vote under the One-Month Rule on V.P.(O.M.) (77)6 on
22 November 1977 for or against using the plenary powers in the

case. At the close of the voting period on 22 December 1977 the

state of the voting was as follows:

Affirmative Votes - fourteen (14) received in the following

order: Melville, Brinck, Holthuis, Corliss, Ride, Eisenmann,
Tortonese, Alvarado, Yokes, Sabrosky, Mroczkowski, Binder, Nye,
Bayer

Negative Votes - two (2): Heppell, Cogger.

Late affirmative votes were returned by Willink, Welch and
Starobogatov.

Mr Heppell commented: "I should like to believe the use of

the plenary powers was unnecessary in such a case, but if there is

any residual doubt, the general principle concerning their use

should certainly be incorporated into the new edition of the Code."

ORIGINAL REFERENCES
The following are the original references for the names placed

on an Official List and an Official Index by the ruling given in the

present Opinion:
leucopus, Acanthomys, Gray, 1867, Proc. zool Soc. London, for
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1867:598
terraereginae, Mus, Alston, 1879, Proc. zool. Soc. London, for

1879:646.

CERTIFICATE
I certify that the votes cast on voting papers (1977)1 and

(1977)(O.M.)6 were cast as set out above, that the proposal

contained in the former voting paper has been duly adopted under
the plenary powers, and that the decision so reached, being the

decision of the International Commission on Zoological

Nomenclature, is truly recorded in the present Opinion No. 1116.
R.V. MELVILLE

Secretary

International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature
London

12 June 1978


